Employing numerical simulations, we investigate the possibility of using curved guided-mode resonance (GMR) elements to focus light in reflection. We treat GMR reflectors with a parabolic shape and show that they are capable of focusing light effectively across wavelength bands that extend several hundred nanometers. The spatially infinite reflector model is simulated with a finite-element method, whereas the spatially finite reflector is treated with a finite-difference-time-domain method. The numerical results demonstrate that light intensity at the focal point is 8.6 dB stronger than the incident intensity when the GMR reflector's size is on the order of 10 wavelengths. The results indicate potential applicability of wideband-focusing devices in electromagnetics and photonics using compact resonance elements.
Introduction
Focusing light and electromagnetic waves is important in a host of applications. For instance, parabolic metallic reflectors are widely adopted to focus electromagnetic waves in microwave engineering, and various antenna designs integrate spherical reflectors and paraboloidal/parabolic reflectors [1, 2] . In optics, concave surfaces serve to focus light [3, 4] . In integrated optics, a waveguide mode can be coupled out and focused using planar focusing grating couplers where the period of the OPEN ACCESS grating is spatially modulated (i.e., chirped) [5] . On account of fabrication difficulty, curved focusing elements have not been widely developed in integrated optics. Nevertheless, for example, the use of curved reflective gratings has been suggested for integrated devices serving as wavelength demultiplexers [6] . In this paper, we investigate a new method for reflective focusing in which the focal point appears on the illumination side. Initial results quantifying the focal performances of an example silicon-based guided-mode resonance (GMR) reflector are presented.
Guided-mode (or equivalently, leaky-mode) resonance takes advantage of periodic dielectric grating structures to create versatile photonic spectra with associated surface-localized energy states [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These states enable narrow-line bandpass and bandstop filters, polarizers, reflectors, and polarization-independent elements [11] . Since single-layer GMR films with one-dimensional periodicity are light, compact, and easy to fabricate, they have numerous applications including filters, laser mirrors, ultrasensitive biosensors, absorption enhancement in solar cells, security devices, tunable filters, nanoelectromechanical display pixels, and others as suggested in [10] [11] [12] [13] . Particularly, it is shown in [14] that flat GMR grating structures can be utilized as focusing reflectors by adjusting the local grating periodicity. All prior research on GMRs employs planar geometries; here, we study GMRs with curved geometries. Specifically, our GMR element is configured along a parabolic curve and designed to behave as a good reflector over a wide spectral band. As a result, upon collimated incidence, this curved GMR focuses light at its focal point.
The GMR structures treated here are simulated by two numerical methods based on finite-element and finite-difference-time-domain for infinite and finite model dimensions, respectively. The computed results corroborate each other well. The numerical results demonstrate that light intensity at the focal point is 8.6 dB stronger than the incident intensity when the GMR reflector's size is only 10 times the size of the wavelength. Therefore, the curved GMR in this paper offers a means to accomplish local light enhancement, which can be applied, for example, in photo detection. We expect this initial work to serve as the foundation for many other applications where reflective light focusing with low-loss dielectric media is advantageous.
Design of the Curved GMR Reflector
Our curved GMR is based upon a flat GMR design shown in Figure 1 (a). The single-layer, flat GMR in Figure 1 (a) consists of a homogeneous dielectric slab with periodic perforations. The periodicity exists along the y direction only, and the geometry is assumed unvaried along z . It is well known that the flat GMR in Figure 1 (a) can be designed to be a wideband reflector [11] . On the basis of the flat GMR in Figure 1 (a), we expect the curved GMR structure in Figure 1 (b) to be capable of focusing light. To be specific, the flat GMR structure is reconfigured along a parabolic curve expressed as [ 
In Equation (1), L denotes the focal length. When incident collimated light travels along the x + direction, it is reflected such that all the reflected light rays are constructive at the focal point. Obviously, light focusing requires the GMR to be a good reflector that can accommodate light with a range of incident angles with respect to the GMR's normal direction. This design difficulty can be relieved if L is large; the curved GMR in Figure 1 (b) approaches a flat GMR with increasing L . However, a large value of L implies a large device, which is usually undesired. In this study, extensive numerical simulations are carried out to find the appropriate L value to compromise light focusing and the device size. 
Numerical Results
This section presents numerical results to demonstrate light focusing using curved GMR structures. A planar GMR configuration is designed first, providing a reference wideband reflector accommodating a wide range of incident angles. Then this planar GMR reflector is tailored into a parabolic shape. Therefore, light with normal incidence can be focused onto the focal point of the parabolic GMR reflector.
An example planar GMR reflector is illustrated in Figure 2 
where i E denotes the electric field intensity associated with the incident light, θ stands for the incident angle with respect to the x axis, 0 / c β ω = , ω is the angular frequency, c is the speed of light in the air, 1 j = − , and the j t e ω dependence is suppressed. We follow [11] and design the planar GMR structure in Figure 2 (a) to be a wideband reflector for a range of incident angles. In reaction to the incident light, we compute amplitudes of reflected electric field r E and transmitted electric field λ is the shortest wavelength of concern. The model GMR structure is assumed to have infinite periodic extension along y for the FEM study, while the FDTD simulation assumes 20 periods (i.e., it constitutes a finite GMR structure that is only 21 μm wide from edge to edge). Results from these two substantially different simulation methods match each other rather well as shown in Figure 2(b-d) . Moreover, we compared the FEM results with computed results using rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) [15] and found perfect agreement. Based on these results, in practice we would apply somewhat larger arrays to enhance device efficiency. For all three incident angles, the planar GMR structure behaves as a wideband reflector. It is observed that the reflection coefficient is greater than 75% when the wavelength is in the range (1.5 μm, 2 μm) for all three incident angles. In Figure 3(a) , the planar gratings shown in Figure 2 (a) are deployed along a parabolic curve with 10.5 μm L = . In total, there are 28 grating elements in the parabolic GMR reflector in Figure 3(a) ; the parabolic surface extends along ~29 μm. The incident light is expressed in Equation (2) with 0
(that is, along the x direction). Since the GMR structure is a wideband reflector for a range of incident angles, we expect the light with normal incidence to focus onto the focal point. The focusing phenomenon is demonstrated by the numerical results using FDTD in Figure 3(b-d) . For the purpose of clear visualization, the electric field intensity is plotted in a region around the GMR reflector using different colors, with the incident electric field subtracted. The field is observed to be focused at the focal point, and the particular device under study can accommodate a relatively wide spectral range of several hundreds of nanometers. Over the focal plane, the distance between the two locations with zero field intensity next to the focal point is about 1.5 wavelengths, which means that the focusing performance of the proposed parabolic GMR reflector is consistent with the diffraction limit. For the three selected wavelengths in Figure 3(b-d) , the field intensity at the focal point is at least 8.6 dB higher than the incident light. In order to further reveal the focusing capability of our curved GMR device, simulation is conducted when the GMR reflector is replaced by a perfect reflector (in other words, the parabolic reflector in Figure 3 is assumed to be made of a perfect electric conductor). As the fictitious, perfect reflector offers unprecedented focusing performance, thus it is used as a reference to evaluate our GMR device. It is found that light intensity at the focal point with a perfect reflector is about 4 dB greater than that associated with our GMR reflector, demonstrating that the GMR reflector is an effective focusing mirror.
Conclusions
In summary, by numerical modeling, we demonstrate that parabolic GMR reflectors are capable of focusing light effectively. Specifically, our simulation results show that light intensity at the focal point is 8.6 dB stronger than the incident intensity when the GMR reflector is approximately 10 wavelengths across. Fabrication of the curved GMR structures proposed here is feasible by using electron-beam patterning followed by deep reactive-ion etching, which results in silicon pillars in air that can be tested by illumination with collimated laser beams. Incorporation of the pillars in a lower-index medium that serves additionally as an input-light waveguide is also possible; in this latter case, the refractive-index contrast, and thus the mirror bandwidth, would diminish.
